
Summary Ontario QSO Party 2021 

 
OQP was once again a record breaking event with 412 logs submitted!  Thanks to every one who got 

on, made some QSO’s and submitted a log.  Your participation is greatly appreciated, and helps make 

the event bigger and better each year.  It also helps us ensure that the final results are as accurate as 

possible. 

 

At long last, cycle 25 is starting to make its presence known, and the high bands are starting to show 

signs of life.  We certainly expect this trend to continue in the coming years, and to even more record 

breaking scores in the coming years. 

 

In doing our post-contest analysis, we have a few changes in store for next year that should make OQP 

2021 even better.  No rule changes, but we have secured the cal VE3CCO (in addition to VA3CCO), and 

next year it will make it debut in the OQP.  More details next year when OQP gets closer 

 

CONTEST RECORDS 

 

Another record breaking year indeed!  As we went through the records, 35 county and state records 

were updated, which is just wonderful!  Congratulations to all the stations who got on, and helped 

make OQP 2021 a great event indeed, 

 

 

 

All-time-High-Score    VE3EJ   1,2245,232 

Single-Operator-CW-Only-High-Power  VE3EJ    1,245,232  

Single-Operator-CW-Only-Low-Power  VE3MGY   431,680  

 

Eastern-Ontario     VA3CCO (VE3JM)  899,797  

Central-Ontario     VE3EJ    1,245,232   

 

Elgin       VE3MGY   431,680  

Essex       VA3FN    88,560  

Grey       VE3FP    143,008  

Niagara      VE3EJ    1,245,232  

Norfolk      VA3RAC (VA3DF)  472,464   

Peterborough      VE3ODX (VE3NNT)  453,600  

Prescott-Russell     VA3CCO (VE3JM)  899,797    

Waterloo      VE3YT    215,208  

  

Arkansas      WA5SOG   8,505 

Connecticut      W1QK    10,300  

Delaware      W3TAS   1,806  

Florida      K5KG    30,560  

Georgia      K4BAI    11,336 

Illinois       WB9HFK   12,144 

Iowa       N9HDE   2,484  



Kansas      W0YJT    7,839  

Maine       N1CGP   12,430 

Mississippi      K7ZYV    384  

Nebraska      KV0I    9,400  

New Hampshire     K1GQ    8,316  

North Carolina     W1AJT   36,888  

Oregon      KA6BIM   28,314  

Rhode Island      W1WBB   12,720  

South Carolina     WN4AFP   13,985  

Tennessee      K3IE    12,340  

Vermont      AA1SU   10,835  

West Virginia      N8II    30,960  

 

France       TM6M    9,630  

Netherlands      PA3AAV   528  

Poland      SP6JOE   480  

 

 

Thanks for your Participation 

 

Contest Club Ontario wishes to thank everyone for taking part in our OQP Party.  Without you, there 

would not be an Ontario QSO Party!  Yes – we know – We keep saying the same thing every year, but 

its true, and we are happy to keep making a point of it.  We DO appreciate each and every entry – 

large and small.  Your participation is greatly appreciated. 

 

We also wish to thank the many folks at Contest Club Ontario who work behind the scenes who help 

promote the Ontario QSO Party, who compile and score the logs, and deliver the final results.  It is 

very much something we all enjoy, and helps us become better contesters.  We also enjoy being part 

of the greater contesting community.  We hope to see to seeing you again in 2022 when the snow 

leaves and summer is once again around the corner!  


